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Data science and machine learning are impacting many 
chemical engineering industries and research fields

Kitchin, John R. "Machine learning in 
catalysis." Nature Catalysis (2018).

Chen, Hongming, et al. "The rise of deep learning 
in drug discovery." Drug Discovery Today (2018).

• David Beck, James M. Carothers, Venkat R. Subramanian, and Jim Pfaendtner. "Data science: Accelerating
innovation and discovery in chemical engineering." AIChE J (2016): 1402-1416.



Data science in ChE has been around for a long time
Predict faults in chemical reactors

Hoskins et al. "Artificial neural network models of knowledge 
representation in chemical engineering." (1988)

Reasons to believe data science and ML will have a 
bigger impact in ChE now than in previous eras.[1]

[1] Venkat Venkatasubramanian, "The promise of 
artificial intelligence in chemical engineering: Is it here, 
finally?" AIChE J (2019): 466-478.



Chemical engineers

Rise of big data, easy-to-use software, and availability of 
computing resources has been a boon to data science and ML



• Created and taught thrice a graduate course on data science for chemical engineering
students (open to students across engineering and senior undergrads).

- Taught in F21, W20 and W19

- Course name: “Applied Data Science for Engineers”

- Averaging 28 students per class

• Created and taught a first-year, freshmen level, course on data science and machine 
learning for engineering students.

- W21, “Practical Data Science for Engineers” (47 students)

This talk will focus on sharing my experiences teaching graduate and 

undergraduate students data science and ML in ChE



Graduate Level Course on Data Science for Engineers
SUPPLEMENTARY TEXT:

LECTURES: MW 9:00 AM – 10:30 PM

Taught in person, but lectures were recorded live through zoom and posted online.

COURSE OBJECTIVES

•Gain exposure to chemical engineering and related fields where data science and machine learning (ML) can

play an important role.

•Learn tools and skillset to perform data science in your research and future jobs.

•Draw connections between theory, modeling, and applications in data science & ML.

•Learn ‘data acumen’.

•Provide opportunities for open-ended work.

•Practice and receive feedback on writing and communication.



COURSE SUMMARY

• This course prepares engineering students to use data science tools during their master’s and PhD

thesis research as well as for post-graduation in industry, government, and academia.

• This course familiarizes students with the principles of modern data science techniques in the

context of chemical engineering, materials science, and research.

• Focus on an overview of data science tools used in engineering and science applications such as,

data curation, supervised and unsupervised machine learning, and data mining. Algorithms

covered include the perceptron, PCA, kernel ridge regression, neural networks, random forests,

support vector machines.

• Homework exercises include hands-on practice of using data science.

• Students are responsible for a data science project on a topic of interest.

Graduate Level Course on Data Science for Engineers



Part of the Syllabus as an example



• From the IEEE Spectrum, 2018-07-31, ranking by typical IEEE member and Spectrum reader.

We use Python because it is one of the most popular 
languages and has a good data science eco-system

https://spectrum.ieee.org/at-work/innovation/the-2018-top-programming-languages


We rely heavily on Google Colaboratory

• Colaboratory allows you to write and 
execute Python in your browser, with
• Zero configuration required

• Free access to GPUs

• Easy sharing

• Similar to how you can share and edit 
google word docs, google excel sheets, etc.

Colab Website: https://colab.research.google.com/

https://colab.research.google.com/


We cover many tools in Python’s scientific stack

Image source: https://speakerdeck.com/jakevdp/the-unexpected-effectiveness-of-python-in-science?slide=52

Python’s 
Scientific Stack



The students are taught Matplotlib because it is much more flexible than Excel 
and Origin plotting software and makes high-quality figures.



In the beginning of class, it is important to survey the students’ programming and data science 
background. It is crucial to make available a lot of Python resources (example code, tutorials) 
to the students to fill any knowledge gaps.

Has a lot of good example code to cover 
in class and to give for review

[1] Python Machine Learning (2nd edition) – Sebastian Raschka and Vahid Mirjalili
[2] A Student’s guide to python for physical modeling – Jesse M. Kinder and Philip Nelson
[3] Hands-on machine Learning with Scikit-Learn and Tensorflow
[4] An introduction to statistical learning – Gareth James, Daniela Witten, Trevor Hastie, Robert Tibshirani
[5] Machine learning crash course: https://developers.google.com/machine-learning/crash-course/ml-intro
[6] Machine learning for absolute beginners, Oliver Theobald
[7] Pandas Introduction: 
https://colab.research.google.com/notebooks/mlcc/intro_to_pandas.ipynb?utm_source=mlcc&utm_campaign=
colab-external&utm_medium=referral&utm_content=pandas-colab&hl=en
[8] Data Science (The MIT Press Essential Knowledge series), 2018, by John Kelleher and Brendan Tierney
[9] A Whirlwind Tour of Python https://jakevdp.github.io/WhirlwindTourOfPython/index.html

https://developers.google.com/machine-learning/crash-course/ml-intro
https://colab.research.google.com/notebooks/mlcc/intro_to_pandas.ipynb?utm_source=mlcc&utm_campaign=colab-external&utm_medium=referral&utm_content=pandas-colab&hl=en


We systematically 
cover the full data 
science workflow

Pandas

NumPy, Pandas
Matplotlib

Scikit-learn



Students appreciate learning the “big picture” data science workflow

[1] Python Machine Learning (2nd edition) – Sebastian Raschka and Vahid Mirjalili

Feature extraction
Feature selection
Dimensionality reduction
Sampling

Model selection
Cross validation
Performance metrics
Hyperparameter optimization



Concepts are introduced on simple traditional datasets 
but then shown in real research applications

Food Safety by Using Machine Learning for 
Automatic Classification of Seeds

Lemanzyk, Thomas, et al. Journal of Physics: Conference 
Series. Vol. 588. No. 1. IOP Publishing, 2015.

Classic Iris Flower Dataset for Classification



Course Long Design Project

“To obtain hands-on practice doing data science, a major task in this course is to conduct a data-science project. 
This project is worth 40% of your overall grade. Pick a topic related to your research or an engineering/science 
subject of interest. Formulate a question(s) that can be addressed through data analysis and machine learning, 
then conduct your analysis and report your findings and conclusion in both a technical report and PowerPoint.”

• I meet with all student teams in the beginning of semester to discuss projects and goals, as well as 
have a 1-page mid-semester project report to gauge progress.

• The students present their projects to their peers at the end of class and are judged by their peers. 
This is a fun event and all the students appreciated it.

• The students appreciate seeing previously successful projects from past years to clarify expectations.



Some takeaways on the graduate data science course
1) My lectures were split into 2/5 traditional lecturing (notes with gaps), 2/5 

covering code via Google Colab, and 1/5 hands-on practice of concepts.

2) Homework was both conceptual and had hands-on programming exercises.

3) Students enjoyed working on semester-long data science projects of their choice.

4) Chemical engineering students were not necessarily interested in nitty gritty 
computer science details, but rather by the applications of data science and ML 
tools to industry and research problems.

5) There was significant interest from students in bioengineering, pharmaceutical 
sciences and materials science departments, not only chemical engineers.

6) We relied heavily on Google Colab.

7) This class served as a survey course. For most graduate students, this was their 
first experience with python, data science, and ML.

8) Very positive feedback all three years on the course.



Teaching freshmen, undergraduates, data science

• More challenging than teaching graduate students because the students do not 
have linear algebra, statistics, or much programming background.

• I used the graduate class as a template for this course and removed as much 
math details as possible. Assumed intro calculus knowledge.

• Important, this class had a weekly lab component (3 hrs) on top of 3 hours of 
lecture, so Python topics can be covered in detail in labs.

• The labs were team based and had hand-outs of goals for each lab.

• The class had a semester-long data science project that was well-defined.



Example lab 1 handout



Example Lab Handout toward the 
end of course on Neural Networks

- I would often give partially completed 
“skeleton” code to help guide the students in 
labs. In homework, they would leverage the 
labs to advance their knowledge further.



Creating Data Science Projects for undergraduates
• I took online datasets from Kaggle and anonymized it. For the first year, I did 

wind and solar energy.



Final Thoughts
• ChEs are interested in taking data science and ML classes that show they how to use

tools that will benefit their research or future work in industry.

• By focusing on domain applications in ChE and cutting out non-critical CS material, we
can create an engaging and relevant course for ChEs.

• Course long, team-based, data science projects are a great way to reinforce lecture
concepts and have the students use what they learned in lecture and labs

• Labs and hands-on coding exercises are needed to reinforce concepts.

• Can skip some of the math - Undergrads can learn and appreciate using supervised and
unsupervised ML models hands-on without understanding all the math.

• Give a lot of resources early on for Python programming. Most students lack strong
programming background.

• Need better ChE datasets. More collaboration with Industry would be helpful.



Questions?

If you would like to see some of my course materials, 
email me at bgoldsm@umich.edu


